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Abstract. Webservice is a software technology as the representative method of information 
communication currently used to create a dynamic system environment that is configured to 
fulfill its users’ needs. Therefore, analyzing log data that occurred at provision is being used as 
the significant basic data in webservice research. Thanks to development of Cloud computing 
technology, it has resulted in centralized points from which data is generated and data enlarge-
ment. A research is now implemented to create information from collecting, processing and 
converting flood of data and to obtain the new various items of information. Against this back-
drop, it is justified that collection, storage and analysis of web log data in the existing conven-
tional RDBMS system may be inadequate to process the enlarged log data. This research pro-
pose a framework which to integrate web log for storage using HBase, a repository of the 
Cloud computing- based NoSQL. In addition, data validation must be completed in the pre-
process when collecting web log.  The validated log is stored in the modeling structure in which 
takes features of web log into account. According to the results, introduction of NoSQL system 
is found to integrate the enlargement of log data in more efficient manner. By comparisons with 
the existing RDBMS in terms of data processing performance, it was proved that the NoSQL- 
based database had a superior performance. 
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1  Introduction 

Webservice can be the most representative service in which a business and customers com-
municate each other. Analysis of web log data from its operation allows for reprocessing vari-
ous information that include status of a system, popular service pages after being extracted into 
any contributing information to the operation [15]. Nonetheless, as Smart Phone penetration 
increases in recent times, this has made it possible to access to the service regardless of time 
and place, constantly increasing the amount of log. Because of this, it brings about the newly-
coined word of Big Data [3]. There have been vigorous research efforts in various fields to 
derive different type of information from Big Data by the process of understanding [1, 16, 4, 18, 
19], analyzing and gathering. In general, the existing web log repository consists of RDBMS. 
However, due to data enlargement, there are many difficulties to manually analyze web log and 
efficiently manage the service. RDBMS is not enough to process such gigantic data completely. 
The most representative technology that overcomes the incompetence is referred to as a distrib-
uted database or NoSQL. The most comparative advantages with NoSQL include that it sup-
ports for the horizontal expansions which enable massive data to be processed to overcome the 
limitations. In addition, it has strength in not using schema that presents a relationship data hold. 
As a result, a web log with different structures can smoothly be replaced with a log of the new 
formation [2]. The propose framework is a formalized one that fulfills the objective for collect-
ing, storing and analyzing the massive web log data using HBase, a repository of NoSQL data 
in effective manner. Under the assumption that different web logs are integrated, a Cloud com-
puting environment was considered, and a web log which had little effect on the existing sys-
tem at storage and at the same time was configured to function for collection in real time was 
through preprocessing for eliminating unnecessary data after taking field structures into account. 
Later, data modeling structure for NoSQL environment was designed in order to store data. To 
verify the framework that is being proposed, it checked whether the massive web log data was 
more speedily processed using Wikipedia Accesslog Dataset [8] than in the previously used 
RDBMS. the reminder of the research is organized as follows: Chapter 2 it describes  NoSQL-
based log integration with comparisons between its features and log repository. Chapter 3 de-
scribes a preprocessing in a way that efficiently integrate a web log with the propose web log 
integration framework as well as a HBase-based modeling structure for integration. In chapter 4 
an experiment of data processing speed and its results, as a solution that is proposed in chapter 
3 are described. In the final chapter 5 it ends with conclusions and future research directions. 

2 Related Works 

Log data refers to recording information that includes sequential events occurred in system 
operation as well as details of operation in system or on network [17]. Logs can be classified 
into operating system, network packet logs, and internet access record log. The existing 
RDBMS is designed with the standards of integrity and consistency of data, and it stores log 
data. RDBMS has an advantage in that it designs a table with normalized schema, proving join 
functions and with data expression opened. In contrast, the formalized schema structure has a 
significant difficulty in database expansions as it is not proper for the distributed processing 
environment. The supplementary database for expansions is developed and called as 
NoSQL(Not Only SQL) [5, 6]. Right off the bat, NoSQL databases are unique because they are 
usually independent from Structured Query Language (SQL) found in relational databases. 
Relational databases all use SQL as the domain-specific language for ad hoc queries, while 
non-relational databases have no such standard query language, so they can use whatever they 
want. That can, if need be, include SQL [14]. In addition, it promises no perfect data consisten-
cy as the distributed storage database, by its characteristics, is focused on system provision 



even though a few database with data storage fail to respond [7, 12]. There has been an ongoing 
research in which NoSQL is used as repository to effectively process the ever-growing data 
[13]. NoSQL repository is divided into 4 types of data storage structures. Out of the four struc-
tures, HBase which opts for Column Model is usefully employed as the non-formalized data 
repository since it is capable of configuring multi-dimensional data based on columns [9]. Ad-
ditionally, with employment of multi-slave method when configuring data nodes, it can flexibly 
be used in log integration. 
Choi et al. [10] had proposed security log analysis system with a NoSQL-based Mapreduce 
design that allowed firewall log data of this type with higher capacity to be collected and ana-
lyzed for integration, compared to RDBMS in terms of data processing performance and per-
formed an analysis of the three attack patterns selected for evaluation. 
WEI et al. [11] had proposed a system using MongoDB, a repository of NoSQL in order to 
integrate a large number of networks monitoring log data. The research included a system de-
sign that took respective features of hardware layers and application layers in Cloud environ-
ment into consideration, Mapreduce programming that worked for log integration processing of 
massive log data in effective manner, and the improvement of log integrated architecture com-
pared to RDBMS. 

3 Hbase-BASED Log Integration 

3.1 Proposed framework 

The integration of security logs must not create any problems with the service, even if the se-
curity logs often occur such as, added, modified and deleted thing. Also, these security logs 
shall be no degradation in system performance through big security logs for detecting security 
incident. Therefore, this paper proposes an integrated system for good storage efficiency based 
on big log data. The Figure 1 is a framework of the proposed log integration system. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Framework of the proposed log integration system 



 
 
There are some preconditions for the configuration of log analysis system as follows: 
 
(1) System operation and assuming that the attack happens. 
(2) The web logs are created in the working service. 
(3) Confirm to create the SSH Tunnel for transmission of web logs. 
(4) Transfer the variety web log data through web log collector. 
(5) Perform the preprocessing of transferred web logs. 
(6) The web log data are stored in HBase after preprocessing. 
(7) The Extraction of pattern and information using stored web log data. 
(8) The extracted information is forwarded to the administrator. 
 
The first step is the collection of big logs for security logs integration. The security logs are 

transferred through SSH Tunnel and these are performed the preprocessing for removing of 
security threats. The reason of performing preprocessing are a step for removing unnecessary 
information after checking the data type of a heterogeneous logs. Also, there is needed for the 
model structure according to the type HBase after extracting necessary data. Finally, the inte-
grated log storage when storing the common purpose is to integrate information. 

 
 

3.2 Web log  Preprocessing 

The second step is the preprocessing of big log data. The preprocessing is classified the for-
mat type after checking the contents of log data. Also, this step is reduced the waste of storage 
space by removing unnecessary data. The type classification is very important because the 
structure of log data is different in occurred log data of heterogeneous services. The figure 2 is 
a framework of the preprocessing.  

 

 
  

Fig. 2. Framework of the Preprocessing 



 
There are some steps of preprocessing as follows: 
 
(1) The variety web log data is occurred in service. 
(2) To validate the input data as a web log. 
(3) To classify through analysis of web log data. 
(4) To format by administrator using the characteristics of classified web log. 
(5) The purified data is stored. 
(6) Repeat steps 1 to 6 times. 

3.3 Data modeling for log integration 

Amount of large scaled security logs which should be collected and stored under cloud 
computing environment is rapidly increasing. However, conventional collection method based 
on RDBMS storage can't afford the amount of security logs. In order to solve this problem, this 
paper proposes NoSQL-based method to collect and integrate security logs.  NoSQL is more 
effective and rapid data storage than conventional RDBMS. Actually, data modeling based on 
relational database can performs freely queries through setting relation between tables. Howev-
er, the design of data store model is needed because NoSQL does not support complex queries.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Framework of log integration modeling 

 
 
The Figure 3 is an example of the log integrated modeling framework. In figure 3, the Host 

table is entered 'Host' information using Row Key for data identification from LogData table in 
structure of the framework. Also, data is generated by the column such as, Log the type, log 
generation time, count and so on. The type of web log is classified by time in service. The time 
information is the most basic and important information for security incident or analysis of 
operational status because the data is stored by time sequentially. The Row key is defined 
'DateTime' + 'Host' + 'Count' information in Log-Data table for log storage because of data 
query information such as, 'who', 'when', 'occurrence' and so on.  DataLogInfo Column is clas-
sified Accesslog, Errorlog and Agentlog by log characteristics. 



4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

4.1 Experimental environment 

The performance evaluation of data input is performed between NoSQL and RDMS. RDMS 
is MySQL-5.1.69 because the most widely used. NosQL is used HBase-0.92.12 and it consists 
of master node, 4 data nodes, 50 Thread. The experiment is performed the data input perfor-
mance using Wikipedia AccessLog data set [8]. The AccessLog data set based on Wikipedia 
are consists of 2 million, 5 million and 10 million elements. 

The Figure 4 is the result of performance test. This test is processed number per hour and in-
tegration available amount based on web log. 

4.2 EVALUATION 

 

 
Fig. 4. RDBMS VS Hbase 

 
In the results, 2mil is not large difference count but 5mil and 10mil can be clearly confirmed 
large difference count between HBase and MySQL. Also, the performance can be improved by 
increasing Data Node. If number of DataNodes is ensured sufficient, it seems possible addi-
tional performance boost. 
 

5 Conclusion and Future works 

As cloud computing technologies are rapidly advancing, cloud environment is significantly 
expanding. Although cloud environment provides users with convenience, prevention and de-
tection of possible security invasion accidents is still unsolved problems. The most intrinsic 
method to prevent security invasion accident is to collect security logs for each system and then 
analyze them.  
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  This paper proposes NoSQL-based large capacity security log integration method for cloud 
security platform. Since cloud computing provides various services to users, a new web log that 
is different from existing one is likely to occur. Therefore, this paper proposes large scaled web 
log management to collect, store and integrate logs considering characteristics between hetero-
geneous machines. In the future, it needs the effective analysis methods based on heterogene-
ous web logs.  
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